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Ruian plates machine PRO zt 200 

 

Quotation 

Model 

PRO-ZT-200 paper bucket making 

machine 

  

  

Weight 4000KG 

Size Size：3100x1600x1800 

Power 三相380V，8KW 

Air Source 0.5-0.8MPa，0.4m³/min 

Capacity 30-35 pcs/min 

Paper Single/Double PE 

GSM 250-350g/㎡ 

Bowl Size 
(A)φ140-220mm (B)φ50-210mm 

(C)φ110-175mm (D)φ6-10mm 

Electricty    



Inverter  Huifeng 

Relay  Shanghai  

Main motor Shanghai  

Curling motor shanghai  

 PLC Mitsubishi  

 Touch Screen Weinview  

Air source Cylinder China  

Specification 

Drive axil 40CR  

Straight Axil Korean  

Intermittent 

separator Shandong  

mould/Knurling 

CR12 quench/40CR 

nitrogenize  

Cam nitrogenize  

Turnplate Alloy  

 

Instruction： 

PRO-ZT-200 is a set of full automatic paper bucket making machine is a fully automatic 

paper bucket molding equipment. Through multiple rows of automatic paper delivery, 

paper anti-retreat devices(to ensure accurate positioning), oil injection, robot hand 

paper transfer, upper cup tube, bottom punch,  fold bottom, Preheat, knurling, curling, 

unloading cup and other continuous processes,this model can make various size of paper 

bucket by changing mould. This is newest invention made by our company. 

 

Main Character: 
1. This model PRO-ZT-200 paper bucket making machine speed is about 30-35 per min, 

much more than traditional machine at speed 20-25 pcs per min. Although capacity is 

more,but the power consumptive is only 8kw.  

 

2. Machine size is not big, and the structure is more reasonable, the process is simpler. 

From 3 plate, we change turn plate into single turnplate, it is easy to collect cups. 

 

 

3. The bottom paper is under the mould, the paper bottom cut and joint with cup body, 

so it avoid cup turnover. 

4. The paper curling adopts a separate cam, then the stroke of the lifting plate is greatly 

reduced and the vibration of the machine is reduced, so as to improve stability. 

5. Hold tube Station is driven by 3-into-1 Cam system, which can work voiceless and 

more stably. This is leading technology in China. 
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3. Guarantee period and maintenance： 

The guarantee period is one year after the installation and adjustment.  

Buyer is responsible for the costs including maintenance and spare parts if the equipment 

damage is caused by the buyer’s improper use, not caused by the seller’s design and 

manufacturing. 

If the buyer needs seller to send an engineer the installation and training.The buyer should cover 

the all of expense for the seller’s engineers, such as, air-tickets,visa,accommodation and local 

traffic charges,salary(USD 100/day) in Buyer’s side.And the buyer should do his best to 

cooperate the engineers of sales party in installation, supply the enough labor and tools, 

necessary accessory with them. 

 

4. Packing and marking： 

Standard Packing  

 

NOTES : 

 

EXTRA FULL MOULD 2000$  HALF MOULD 1200$ 
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